A web application ”Starrydata” for collecting and sharing plot data on published papers
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Abstract

New materials have been discovered and designed by conventional concept-driven approaches based on the past experiences and knowledge. Lately, however, new approaches are expected because the complexity of new material discovery and design has a serious problem. In particular, Materials Informatics (MI), a data-driven approach to find new regularity and knowledge from an enormous data, is being rapidly developed.

In MI, first-principles calculations are used in many cases because data can be easily collected. In addition, as the enormous data have been shared on the Internet, MI has greatly contributed to the promotion of new material discovery and design. However, the values calculated under the ideal conditions by first-principles calculations are often different from the values obtained in experiments. Therefore, MI using experimental data is required, but hardly reported. Experimental data for MI are also hardly reported.

In this study, we have constructed an efficient web application named Starrydata, to collect and share experimental data on published papers. We extracted the experimental data as plotted, and comprehensively collected the sample compositions from the text. From 2,337 samples, experimental physical properties (electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, etc.) have been obtained so far. We will introduce the details of this system and data, and application of this data for MI.
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